SAMPLE ROOM BAR-CODING SYSTEM

MOD2 Inc.

an intelligent approach
Mod2 can absolutely help your company by implementing a system which will greatly improve your samples department in terms of their:

- Productivity
- Accuracy
- Velocity

Mod2 Requirements:

- Mod2’s Sample Room Module
- Zebra Printer and Barcode gun
- Barcode sticker on the fabric rolls

For more information, you can contact us at:
Mod2 Inc.
3317 South Broadway, Los Angeles CA 90007
Tel#: (213) 747-8424 | Fax#: (213) 747-9250
Email: javid@mod2.com
Web: www.mod2.com
How does Mod2’s Sample Room Bar-coding system works?

Here’s a short illustration of how our system works.

1. Scan the Picking Sheet
2. Scan the barcode of the items needed on the picking sheet
3. Scan to FINISH

Mod2 creates the Packing List and prints it automatically as well as the sticker of the sample cuts.